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By Robin Olson on September 20, 2018

In April we rescued Chanel, from horriﬁc conditions, in an apartment where she'd lived with 17 other cats, trapped inside for 3months. Luckily someone fed the cats every few days during the time she was abandoned, but the ﬁlth was so severe it
sickened all of us who entered the property.

©2018 Robin AF Olson. Overturned mattress was ﬁlled with cat feces. There were no litter pans in the home so the cats
urinated everywhere.
Chanel, unfazed by her ordeal, was happy, aﬀectionate and grateful to have a clean, safe, loving foster home with her new
foster mom and dad, Traci and Paul.
They did a great job helping Chanel feel secure and loved but they were sad because they knew a cat as sweet as Chanel
deserved a forever home, but no one seemed to be interested in her.
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©2018 Robin AF Olson. Sweet Chanel.
Being a 5-yr old cat, meant it would be diﬃcult for us to ﬁnd her a home when there were so many cute kittens up for adoption.
After 6 long months, Chanel found her place. A lovely couple, who live in a quiet home with an elderly, sweet, doggie, asked to
meet Chanel. It was love at ﬁrst sight for Nancy and her hubby, Jeﬀ. Nancy particularly bonded with Chanel right away and
Chanel clearly liked her new friend.
A few weeks have passed since Chanel, now nicknamed, "Nell," began her new life. Nancy reports that Chanel is charming,
has a funny me-ow and likes to chat with Nancy a lot. Nell is getting used to the doggie and found her new favorite place,
sitting on Nancy's lap while she works on the computer.

Nell in her favorite place-on her mama, Nancy's lap.
Chanel's life could have ended in a kitchen cupboard where she'd made herself a nest, as she wondered where her family
went and why there was no one to love her any more. Her family gave up on her, but we didn't. That's our job at Kitten
Associates-to make sure every cat we rescue gets whatever they need and that we do what it takes, give it as much
time as needed, for all of cats to ﬁnd their truly forever home.
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